
The Scholar HD is an exceptionally high resolution 3-in-1 camera that is compact, 
lightweight and works with the Readit software. It enables instant access to printed 
documents converting them to large print & text-to-speech output.

Ideally suited to any visually impaired or blind business or education computer user, 
who wants near instant, easy and accurate access to printed documents both at 
close up (up to A3 in size) and uniquely at distance.

Readit Scholar HD: Key Features
• Capture and read back documents in just a few seconds.
• The only system on the market capable of capturing A3 size documents down 

to 6pt text size
• Unique distance capture (with OCR) makes viewing of whiteboards/

presentation screens so much easier.
• It has the industry’s highest resolution camera & latest OCR engine which 

means the best accuracy down to 4pt text. 
• Class leading depth of fi eld enabling perfect OCR even on extremely thick 

documents.
• HD Live view (from 640 x 480 up to 1280 x 720 at up to 60 fps)
• First camera on the market to feature advanced image stabilisation making it 

far easier to use at distance.
• Weighing no more than 1.2 kg (2.6 lbs), Scholar HD can be set up & ready to 

use in seconds.
• It fi ts easily into its included padded laptop bag with plenty of space for the 

user’s laptop too.

READIT SCHOLAR HD



Software 
requirement: Readit

16 megapixel 
autofocus camera

3-in-1 camera 
solution:
Close-up, distance 
and self viewing

Live magnification: 
Up to 50x
(on a 15.6“ screen)

Captures up to 20 
pages per minute

Optical and digital 
image stabilisation

Selectable live 
resolution from:
640x480 @ 30 fps to 
1280x720 @ 60 fps

Time to read: 4 - 15 
seconds (hardware 
dependent)

Dimensions 
(LxWxH): 
28 x 17 x 4.5cm

Over 50 colour 
modes including: 
 A  A  A  A  A  

Compact design, 
foldable and easy to 
set up

Weight: 
1.2 kg
2.6 lbs

Readit Scholar HD: How does it work?

Readit Scholar HD: Specifications

Just plug the lightweight camera into your PC or laptop and it instantly translates any 
printed text into crystal clear speech. Letters, receipts, bank statements, text-books, 
novels, product packaging etc. are all read with ease. 
It’s also a crystal clear HD video magnifi er running at a smooth 60 fps. 
You can pick the camera up and point it in the distance or at yourself and with 21x 
optical zoom and advanced image stabilisation it enables you to see further than a 
person with 20:20 vision!
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